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ABSTRACT
THE ROLE OF SELF-TUTORIAL IN INTRODUCTORY
PHYSICS STUDENT PERFORMANCE ON TEST OF
UNDERSTANDING OF VECTORS
Katherine Finegan
Marquette University, 2022
A single-interaction self-guided lesson was designed to teach basic vector concepts
to introductory physics students. The self-guided lesson was tested for efficacy by
comparing pre-test and post-test subscores on a Test of Understanding of Vectors (TUV)
and comparing subscore differences to students in the same physics courses who had not
taken the self-guided lesson. Analysis showed no significant differences in subscore
differences between students taking the self-guided lesson and those in comparable
control groups, indicating that more robust interventions are needed and/or further work
must be done on the self-guided lesson to improve student vector understanding.
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Fluency in and facility with vectors is essential to successful advancement in
physics coursework. Vectors—representing quantities with both magnitude and
direction—underlie many critical concepts in physics, starting at the introductory level.
But many undergraduate physics students, including those who have completed previous
physics coursework struggle to demonstrate comprehension of vectors (Knight, 1995).
Researchers have reported that students working with vectors face multiple
difficulties, some related to the mathematical nature of vectors and others to the physics
concepts represented by vectors (Nguyen & Meltzer, 2003). Others have followed on this
work, attempting to develop methodologies to alleviate the issues that students have with
vector physics (Flores et al., 2004; O'Brien & Sirokman, 2014; Tabor-Morris, 2020).
Despite these decades of research, however, few solid reports of successful interventions
to improve student comprehension exist in the literature.
This thesis investigates a potential new tool for physics educators looking to
increase student achievement and decrease student misunderstandings of vector concepts
and vector mathematics. Based on the work of Smith (1959), who proposed a selfteaching unit covering the mathematical system of vectors, the author devised a selfguided lesson to introduce students taking an introductory course in physics to vector
concepts and the basics of vector mathematics prior to encountering these subjects in that
course.
Students in two pairs of comparable lecture sections of undergraduate
introductory physics at a private Midwestern university were selected as research
subjects. Students in one of each pair of lecture sections received the self-guided lesson
as an additional, online, homework assignment. Students in the other sections did not
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receive the lesson, so that each paired course contained one group of students with access
to the study instrument and one group of students without access. All students were tested
on their vector knowledge prior to any instruction in vectors and again after vector
concepts were taught, and results were compared for the experimental group and control
group.

3
Vector Understanding in Introductory Physics
A vector is a mathematical representation of a quantity which has both magnitude
and direction. This is in contrast to a scalar quantity, which has only magnitude. Many
day-to-day concepts are scalar quantities, such as temperature, mass, length, and the
counting numbers which we use to determine “how many” of an object are being
considered. But many quantities studied in physics, such as velocity, acceleration, electric
fields, and momentum, must be represented by vectors. To study a force, it is just as
important to know in which direction the force is pushing as it is to know how hard it is
pushing; force is a vector quantity.
An understanding of vectors is fundamental to success in any physics course.
Students studying physics with any rigor must develop an understanding of—that is to
say, fluency in and facility with—vectors and vector mathematics, as so many of the
concepts discussed even in introductory physics courses are represented by vectors
(Barniol & Zavala, 2014). The mathematical language of vectors is used to communicate
concepts such as forces, kinematics, and electricity and magnetism, and instruction in
introductory physics courses covering these topics must as a threshold matter also include
instruction in vectors (Knight, 1995). Just as an author must have facility with grammar
and spelling to tell a story, a physicist must have a working vocabulary of basic vector
concepts to solve complex physics problems. Experts in physics will master this essential
skill, eventually needing very little time or thought to process vector tasks so that they
can work through complex concepts without incurring additional mental load (Mikula &
Heckler, 2017). Contrarily, students who struggle with vector mathematics will find they
have difficulties with advanced physics computations. Even if they correctly solve the
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underlying vector task (which is not assured), they will have expended additional time
and mental resources to do so compared with the expert who can do the vector task
fluently; if they do not solve the underlying vector task correctly, of course, they cannot
complete the overall task (Mikula & Heckler, 2017).
Mikula and Heckler (2017) studied how to improve student fluency in vectors.
They found that students who came into an introductory physics course with a working
knowledge of vectors were likely to obtain a “high” (above the class mean) grade in the
course at the end of the semester. In fact, 80% of studied students who scored well on a
test of vector skills before instruction began also obtained a high grade in the course.
Overall, Mikula and Heckler (2017) found that entering the course with essential vector
skills (as established on the pre-test) correlated strongly with a high grade in the course.
Of students who did not come in with a high pre-test score, those who did best overall in
the course were those who showed improvement in their vector essential skills during the
semester. This result again established a correlation between vector skills and success in
physics beyond vectors.
Studies of Student Understanding of Vectors in Physics
Research has established that student misunderstandings in vectors are common,
persist through teaching and interventions, and frequently follow patternsMany studies
have identified and classified student difficulties with vectors (Barniol & Zavala, 2014;
Flores et al., 2004; Knight, 1995; Nguyen & Meltzer, 2003; White, 1983). These
conceptual and calculational difficulties with vectors exist in student populations as they
start physics coursework (Knight, 1995), continue to occur after a semester or even a full
year of instruction in physics (Barniol & Zavala, 2014; Nguyen & Meltzer, 2003), and in
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some cases persist despite instructional interventions designed specifically to address
them (Flores et al., 2004). Because physics concepts and their vector representations are
taught similarly at the high school and university level, studies across both these
populations can be utilized to explore the breadth and depth of student difficulties.
White (1983) and Tairab et al. (2020) each explored student difficulties with
vector physics at the high school level. White interviewed students regarding their
answers to open-ended questions, which led her to note common student errors in vector
addition, including confusing vector arithmetic with scalar arithmetic, and
misapplications of formal vector rules. Tairab et al. (2020) used a standardized multiplechoice exam to explore student issues and found that nearly half of high school students
in their study lacked the ability to determine vector magnitude and direction,
inappropriately used graphical vector addition algorithms and had difficulties
distinguishing between scalar and vector quantities.
Working with college-age populations, Knight (1995) developed a test for
students starting their university physics studies to establish their basic vector knowledge,
and found that less than half of college students entering a physics-based calculus course
could successfully add two vectors in two dimensions. Nguyen and Meltzer (2003)
examined between-semester progress as well as specific areas of difficulty. They found
that students often mis-apply formal vector addition rules, with success rates in using
them ranging from as low as 22% in first-semester algebra-based courses to 73% in
second-semester calculus-based courses. Flores et al. (2004) designed instructional
modification to address student difficulties, and interviewed students in both modified
and traditionally-taught classes to evaluate the effects of their interventions. Only around
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half their traditionally-taught students could correctly answer questions about the
magnitude of a vector sum and fewer than 30% could correctly answer questions about
vector magnitude and direction. Van Deventer (2008) found that students mix up tools for
vector addition and subtraction, have issues with correctly identifying appropriate angles
and trigonometric formulae for calculating vector components, and substitute rote
memorization for conceptual understanding of principles.
Curricular Reasons for Student Issues with Vectors
Given the importance of vector concepts to physics learning, and the long history
of research in the area of student difficulties with vectors, it is important to explore why
student difficulties with these concepts persist. One theory is that vector curricula are
inadequate to convey vector concepts. Another is that because of the way people learn,
vector concepts require them to discard previously developed models of understanding,
which is inherently difficult.
Students starting a university level introductory physics course may never have
worked with vectors. Vectors can be taught and learned in a high school physics
classroom, but less than half of high school graduates have studied physics (American
Institute of Physics, 2021). While students could be introduced to vectors outside of a
physics context, the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics for the high school
level consider vector topics to be optional in the mathematics curriculum, recommended
only for students intending to pursue more advanced coursework in mathematics
(National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State
School Officers, 2010). As noted by Alam (2020), standard calculus textbooks do not
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introduce vectors until shortly before multivariate calculus, generally in the third
semester or at the very end of the first year of calculus instruction.
Even students with prior instruction in vectors may lack the vector fluency
required in university-level physics coursework. Knight (1995) found that the large
majority (88%) of 286 students taking introductory physics courses had received prior
instruction in vectors, approximately evenly divided between prior mathematics and
physics courses and with many having seen vectors in both places. However, even with
“very generous scoring,” fewer than a third of these students could provide an adequate
definition of a vector (p. 76). On the first six questions (those covering “the basic vector
properties and operations needed for Newtonian mathematics”) of Knight’s Vector
Knowledge Test, the average score for the entire group of students—including that 88%
with prior knowledge of vectors—was only 32%. Even students who were repeating the
course scored only slightly better. While it is not possible to determine cause and effect
from these results, Knight concluded that it was likely that these students had struggled in
their previous attempts at the course because of their difficulties with vector concepts.
Learning Theories
Inadequate instruction cannot be the cause of all student failures to understand
vector concepts. Researchers have also investigated whether the ways that people learn
can hinder them in their attempts to gain fluency in vectors.
For example, diSessa (2018) described an “element of intuitive knowledge” called
a “p-prim,” which is a rule that learners develop by extrapolating from previous
observations and knowledge and apply to predict new information (p. 69). P-prims are
part of the framework of Knowledge in Pieces (KiP), “a broad theoretical and empirical
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framework aimed at understanding knowledge and learning” (p. 65). (diSessa
conceptualized “p-prim” in earlier work as “phenomenological primitive” (1993, p.
111).) P-prims are the minimal segmented abstractions that connect and build
relationships between past knowledge and new knowledge and allow learners to predict
rules for new knowledge. However, because not all new knowledge can be extrapolated
from existing observations and rules, learners must often reconstruct connections and
relationships between their p-prims and new concepts.
diSessa (2018) explained that learners build complex understanding on a
foundation of naïve prior knowledge, but that their prior naïve knowledge should not be
dismissed as simple “misconceptions” or false beliefs. Rather, each p-prim is called forth
only in a context in which it makes sense. It is difficult to examine or consider p-prims to
determine whether they are true or false—as one could a belief or a principle—because
the p-prim is an underlying conception of how things work, verified by predicting
outcomes in the contexts in which it is relevant.
Some examples of p-prims that are commonly held “misconceptions” are that
“multiplication makes numbers bigger” or that “negative numbers don’t apply in the real
world” (diSessa A. A., 2018, p. 70). In the first case, multiplying by values less than one
makes numbers which originated as positive smaller, and in the second case, while one
cannot have a negative number of apples, it is relatively easy to have a negative amount
of money when in debt.
P-prims can hinder understanding if a student has created an internal explanation
for a concept that is at odds with the real rules of the physical world (Tairab et al., 2020).
Tairab and colleagues (2020) drew on this theory to explain why vector understanding
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has resisted interventions for so long. They hypothesized that because vectors do not
necessarily fit with students’ previously established p-prims, it is harder than it otherwise
would be to develop appropriate understandings because students must also reconstruct
p-prims that frame vector behavior and quantities more accurately.
Smith’s (1959) Self-Teaching Unit on Vectors
Smith’s (1959) self-teaching unit stood out as unique and innovative in
approaches to teaching and learning vector concepts and vector mathematics. Smith
introduced vectors “as a purely mathematical system” and defined them “as an ordered
set of numbers” in opposition to “the customary introduction to vectors, which is
graphical and intuitive” (p. 608). Smith claimed that this manner of introduction had
multiple advantages for mathematical instruction, including ties to group theory, complex
numbers, solid geometry, and the relationship between rectangular and polar coordinates.
While acknowledging that a purely mathematical approach invites criticism for
inadequately motivating students, Smith designed the self-teaching unit “under the
assumption that mathematics can be interesting in itself if the material is presented
correctly” (p. 608).
Smith’s self-teaching unit was designed to guide the student through a series of
fill-in-the-blank questions structured to reduce opportunities for mistakes and encourage
the student to perceive the logical connection between each question and the preceding
and following questions (1959). Smith asserted that when a student completed the
program, “he has grasped the fundamentals of the subject more firmly because he has
thought through them in his own way” (p. 608).
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Smith’s (1959) self-teaching unit includes instructions to the student, 45
numbered items, and twelve figures consisting of coordinate axes and one or more
vectors with or without corresponding coordinates (1959). The instructions advise
students to go at their own speed, not to write on the test itself, and to work one question
at a time, checking their answer against the answer sheet after answering and noting to
one side any questions answered incorrectly. When checking their work, students are
cautioned to reveal only one answer at a time. Regardless of whether a question is
answered correctly or incorrectly, students are told to proceed through all the questions in
order. Only once every question has been answered should they go back and re-attempt
any questions they answered incorrectly on the first pass. When a student has answered
each question correctly once, they are done with the lesson, which does not count towards
their grade.
The questions in Smith’s (1959) self-teaching unit are laid out in such a way that
concepts are introduced slowly and incrementally, with each answer generally dependent
only on information given either in the question itself or on concepts and skills
introduced and reviewed in prior questions. The first “question” requires no response—it
is simply a statement of the purpose of a vector: “Vectors are used to describe quantities”
(p. 609). By the time a student reaches the tenth question, the concept of the components
of a vector has been introduced, and the question asks students to fill in the statement, “A
vector can have more than two components. (-6, 5, 4) has three, (a, b, c, d) has ____” (p.
609).
After developing a basic vocabulary of vectors and showing how they are
represented graphically, the self-teaching unit introduces vector addition (first
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algebraically component-wise, and then graphically via the parallelogram method) and
vector subtraction (again, first numerically and then graphically) (Smith, 1959). Question
31 introduces the concept of the magnitude of a two-dimensional vector, calculated from
the coordinates using the Pythagorean Theorem, and in Question 39 Smith introduces the
vector arrow notation (using a superscript arrow above a letter as a symbol for a vector).
The remaining questions ask students to add, subtract, and find the magnitude of vectors
defined with this arrow notation.
Since Smith’s (1959) self-teaching unit is intended as an introduction to vectors,
no deeper vector concepts are covered; there are no questions on any sort of vector
multiplication (whether scalar, dot product, or cross product), no questions involving
trigonometry or angles between vectors, and all of his graphically-represented vectors are
Cartesian ordered pairs, and thus shown as vectors that have their “tail” at the origin of
the chosen axes so that no movement of graphical vectors through space is taught or
discussed. However, his claims to have used the self-teaching unit “with success”
suggested that the principle could be applied to an expanded set of topics. (p. 608)
Later Interventions to Address Gaps in Students Understanding
Like Smith (1959), later researchers noticed that students struggle to develop a
solid conceptual understanding of vector operations. Also like Smith, some have
suggested that this may be due to instructional deficiencies, with one study noting that
“students’ persistent confusion about fundamental vector notions has bedeviled our
instructional efforts” (Nguyen & Meltzer, 2003, p. 630). Flores et al. (2004) also studied
whether and what types of instructional change could be beneficial in alleviating student
difficulties. Researchers compared interview responses from students taking traditionally-
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taught courses and students taking modified courses designed to promote conceptual
understanding of vectors.
Students receiving traditional instruction reported similar difficulties to those
found in previous studies. Around half the students could not correctly answer a question
regarding the magnitude of a vector addition problem even conceptually, and two thirds
were unable to complete the actual calculation accurately (Flores et al., 2004). In the
student groups receiving modified instruction, 60–85% of students were able to correctly
complete the calculation. However, the improvement in basic skills translated to only
“moderate” improvement in ability to solve problems using vectors in context.
Complete modification of the curriculum of a course requires significant
investment in time and resources of the department and faculty. But research suggests
that smaller scale interventions can be just as effective in improving student achievement.
In a meta-study of instructional improvements in algebra courses, Rakes et al. (2010)
noted that duration of intervention and grain size did not notably affect student
achievement.
Mikula and Heckler (2017), created a supplemental computer-based training
program which presented exercises to help students achieve mastery and fluency in
essential vector skills. The goal was to provide students with regular practice at these
essential skills in vector mathematics and vector concepts; therefore the assignments
were presented weekly for the entire semester. Each assignment targeted two to five
individual skills, and each skill was considered “mastered” when a student answered a
certain number of consecutive questions (usually three or four) correctly. Questions from
each topic were rotated, so students received an exercise from one topic, and then from
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another, each in turn. The exercises were not lengthy, and generally required only one or
two steps to complete. Once a skill was mastered—the required number of correct
answers had been given in a row—questions from that skill were no longer presented
during that assignment. Students could retry individual questions up to three times, or
skip and go on to the next question. They could continue answering questions indefinitely
until mastery was obtained in each skill.
Mikula and Heckler’s (2017) essential skills practice protocol was backed by
multiple research-validated methods and principles, including the use of
•

feedback (each question had an explanation available if a student
answered incorrectly three times in a row);

•

mastery-based training (allowing students to vary time-on-task based on
individual needs and skill level);

•

distributed and interleaved practice (spreading skill-building out over the
semester and offering multiple rotating skills each week);

•

multiple representations (each skill was presented from a variety of
perspectives and in different formats); and

•

simple representations (to reduce extraneous processing and increase
learning and transfer) (Mikula & Heckler, 2017).

To determine mastery and fluency, Mikula and Heckler (2017) measured not only
vector skills, but also the time students spent on each week’s assignment. They observed
that fluency improved significantly over the course of the semester. For example, the
fourth and eighth units (presented in weeks 5 and 9 of the semester) were identical in the
skills presented, though the later units asked for students to complete four consecutive
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questions correctly to demonstrate mastery and the earlier unit required only three.
Despite this higher requirement, student time for completion was lower on the later unit,
with the median time for completion (measured for those students who completed both
units) dropping from 13.6 to 9.9 minutes and mean time dropping from 19.2 to 13.7
minutes (both shown to be significant drops with a paired t-test at p < 0.001). Even with
the decrease in time on task, student accuracy improved from 83.9% to 92.4%, indicating
that students had greater fluency as well as mastery.
Overall, students who completed the essential skills training showed significant
gains in accuracy in vector skills, which were maintained when re-tested more than 11
weeks later (Mikula & Heckler, 2017). Students who had not participated in the training
showed greater losses from their post-semester test results to their 11-weeks-later test
than students who had participated. Most promisingly, these improvements were
accomplished with a total additional workload of under two hours for the entire
supplemental skills practice unit.
Brief-duration laboratory exercises with high student engagement can be the basis
of an alternate approach to adding additional vector instruction to courses without
modifying the entire curriculum. O’Brien and Sirokman (2014) developed a competitive
“space-combat” style game to teach their students about working with vectors. Students
in small-enrollment laboratory sections worked in teams to simulate combat with other
teams using “spaceships” starting at rest. In each round of the game, each team privately
chose a thrust vector for their “ship,” and the two teams revealed their chosen vectors
simultaneously. Those thrust vectors were then added to the current movement vector for
the team’s ship (as determined in the prior turn) to determine the ship’s movement for the
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round. Each ship could also fire missile(s) using another vector (considered independent
of the movement of the ship, and thus not added to the ship’s movement vector). Teams
“won” the game by destroying the opposing ship with missiles. Each team checked the
other team’s vector addition, and results were also confirmed by lab instructors.
O’Brien and Sirokman (2014) reported increased student engagement in the lab
activity, with students remaining longer in the lab, requesting additional time to
participate in the activity, and showing improved scores on a quiz on vector manipulation
compared to a control group of students in the same course who were given a different
vector lab activity. The researchers also reported increased student engagement, with
more students participating in the exercise rather than having a group dominated by a
single strong student.
A Unified Tool for Evaluating Research
Research investigating why students were not developing adequate fluency and
facility with vector concepts has been hampered by the lack of a common tool to evaluate
student comprehension across wide populations. It is difficult to compare the
effectiveness of academic interventions without a unified tool for measuring student
facility with concepts before and after the intervention. Building on the work of Knight
(1995), Nguyen and Meltzer (2003), and Flores et al. (2004), as well as others who had
identified student errors by type, Barniol and Zavala set out to develop a reliable tool for
evaluating “students’ understanding of vector concepts” (2014, p. 1). The result was the
Test of Understanding of Vectors (TUV).
The TUV is a twenty-item, multiple-choice test. Questions on the TUV are based
on prior research, as well as on open-ended problems that Barniol and Zavala
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administered over four years to a group of over two thousand students. Questions range
across ten vector concepts, and the distractor answers for the multiple-choice TUV were
selected from the most common student errors in the open-ended responses (Barniol &
Zavala, 2014). Early versions of the multiple-choice test had a broader variety of—and
some extra—answers, so as to better determine the frequency of student choice.
To validate the TUV, the test items were evaluated and scored by a panel of
experts (Barniol & Zavala, 2014). The experts determined that each test item
corresponded strongly with the stated objectives for that item. In order to evaluate the
TUV’s reliability and its ability to discriminate between groups of students being
assessed, Barniol and Zavala performed five statistical tests. They measured item
difficulty, item discrimination, and the correlation between individual item scores and
whole-test performance. They used the Kuder-Richardson reliability index to measure
self-consistency of the whole test and the Ferguson’s delta test to measure the
discriminatory power of the test by examining score distribution. Barniol and Zavala
found that all but one question fell into generally accepted difficulty ranges, and the test’s
average difficulty also fell within the desired range. For item discrimination, the overall
test and eighteen of the twenty individual items were found to have sufficiently high item
discrimination indices—the two items that did not were items that had particularly high
difficulty indices (rather counter-intuitively, these high difficulty indices mean that most
students answered them correctly). Despite their low discrimination, the two questions
were retained because they covered vector concepts essential to introductory physics. The
Kuder-Richardson reliability index and Ferguson’s delta test showed the TUV to be
reliable and have good discriminatory power.
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The TUV was designed to explore gaps in student understanding; its questions are
necessarily, then, distinct and separable so that understanding of discrete concepts can be
explored and measured. Each subsection of the test matches a type of frequent student
error identified while developing the taxonomy of misunderstandings of vectors (Barniol
& Zavala, 2014). The researchers expressed a desire to create tools that could be used to
evaluate instructional materials and the efficacy of new materials in filling pedagogical
gaps. As a result, scores on the TUV can be broken down into a variety of sub-scores that
measure student understanding of discrete foundational vector concepts, and Barniol and
Zavala explicitly note that the TUV is designed so that questions pertaining to areas not
taught in a course could be eliminated and the test would still be valid for determining
student understanding.
When administered to a study cohort of over four hundred university students,
Barniol and Zavala (2014) found that the average student score of 68% corresponded
precisely with the calculated difficulty index of 0.68 from their analysis. While the
student scores were negatively skewed, indicating “a less difficult test” it is also of note
that the students taking this test were finishing their third introductory physics course,
that the test they were taking was evaluating concepts used heavily in the courses they
had just completed, and that students at the median score of 14/20 had difficulties
answering 6/20, or 30%, of the questions even after a full year of relevant instruction.
Within this cohort of students, and even after a full year of vector-dependent physics
instruction, similar misconceptions to those previously reported were found by Barniol
and Zavala, including incorrect applications of the Pythagorean Theorem, incorrect
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applications of vector addition algorithms, and computing vector sums rather than vector
subtractions.
Unresolved Questions in the Literature
Some researchers have identified the need for further study of curriculum
structure to improve student comprehension and vector fluency, but no consensus has
been reached as to what substitutions or supplementation should be made. Flores et al.
(2004) showed that “the persistence of [vector mathematics] errors suggests that the
difficulties we have described are not trivial” (p. 467). Flores and colleagues recognized
that rote practice is not likely to improve student comprehension of vector-related topics
and concluded with a plea for “further research into student understanding of vectors and
application of this research to the design of new curricula” (p. 467).
Van Deventer (2008) also called for supplementary instruction in vector concepts,
noting that while students showed some minimal improvements in fluency after initial
instruction in vectors at the start of the semester, no later improvement in fluency could
be measured. Like Flores et al., he called for more explicit instruction in vectors and
vector manipulation throughout the course, but did not prescribe a format or context for
that supplementary instruction.
The positive results shown by Mikula and Heckler (2017) in supplementing their
curriculum point to the efficacy of placing ongoing instruction on vectors in a physics
context rather than delivering a strictly mathematical review of vector concepts. But
Mikula and Heckler concluded by calling for further study of the interaction between
skills practice and conceptual understanding of topics related to those essential skills
being practiced.
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Tairab et al. (2020) called for instructional interventions that address students’ pprims to help students examine and reshape their internal concepts in ways that develop
deeper understanding of vector mathematics. They also suggested that the use of real-life
examples would help students to think logically about experiences they have with vectors
and called for teachers to focus on underlying conceptual understanding as well as on the
application of vectors to physics concepts.
These suggestions, together with the findings of Rakes et al. (2010) that smaller
interventions can significantly impact student achievement, provided motivation for the
study described in this thesis. While complete modification of the curriculum of a course,
adding a new semester-long homework system, or changing and implementing new lab
activities requires significant investment in time and resources of the department and
faculty the possibility of improving student performance on vector related topics with a
single intervention is appealing.
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Study Design and Methodology
The study presented in this thesis responds to calls for low-workload interventions
to support undergraduate physics students’ understanding of vectors. The small-scale
intervention designed in this research was intended to address critiques of Smith’s (1959)
lesson as overly isolated and mathematical. The intervention also incorporates Mikula
and Heckler (2017) findings, which prescribe a contextualized approach to the study of
vectors. The goal of this research is to determine whether a single interaction intervention
can be effective in teaching vector concepts to undergraduate students.
Smith’s (1959) “Self-Teaching Unit on Vectors” offers the idea of a singleinteraction self-guided intervention to increase student understanding of vector concepts.
However, Smith’s self-teaching unit—written from a strictly mathematical approach and
decades old in format and notation—had to be adapted for use in the modern physics
classroom. This adaptation required referring to the textbooks (Etkina et al., 2019; Knight
et al., 2017) currently in use in the introductory physics classes at the university at which
the research would be conducted, to conform notation to that which students would be
accustomed to in their classes, as well as to determine appropriate topics of inclusion and
their order of presentation.
Ultimately, the development of a modernized self-guided lesson required a fourphase approach:
1. study of Smith’s “Self-Teaching Unit on Vectors”;
2. review of instruction methods and textbooks for classes identified for this
study;
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3. modernization of the questions to conform to topics and notation used in
the studied classrooms; and
4. validation of the modernized self-guided lesson.
The modernized self-guided lesson could then be introduced to an identified set of
classes and differences between the classes evaluated to determine its efficacy in
increasing student understanding.
Creating a Modernized Self-Guided Lesson
The original intent was to adhere as closely to Smith’s (1959) self-teaching unit as
possible for the present study. However, in reviewing the modern introductory physics
textbooks being used by students participating in the study, it was immediately apparent
that Smith’s approach to vectors was vastly more abstract than anything the students
would see in their coursework or classrooms and that his notational choices did not match
anything in the current course materials (Etkina et al., 2019; Knight et al., 2017). Rather
than introduce unnecessary abstraction or confusion to an area that is already fraught with
student misunderstandings and difficulties, it was deemed necessary to create a new selfguided lesson as a study instrument, modelled after the structure of Smith (1959), but
more congruent with the notation and topic order presented in the introductory physics
materials from which students would be learning.
To begin, Smith’s (1959) questions were analyzed and categorized as to topic and
approach (graphical, numeric, etc.). As previously noted, Smith’s self-teaching unit
includes instructions to the student, 45 numbered items, and twelve figures. A summary
of this analysis can be found in Table 1, which includes the topics in the order in which
they were presented, as well as a count of the number of questions presented on each
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topic. (Note that adding the questions under each topic does not result in a total of 45
because some questions cover more than one topic.)
Table 1
Summary of Topics from Smith’s Self-Teaching Unit on Vectors
Topic Summary
# of Questions
Vector is an ordered set of numbers
5
Vector is a point on a graph
1
Components of a vector
4
Graphical representation of vector on x/y axes
4
Adding vectors component-wise
5
Adding vectors on a graph
3
Subtracting vectors component-wise
3
Subtracting vectors on a graph
5
Calculating vector magnitude with Pythagorean Theorem
8
5
𝑣𝑣⃗ notation
1
Addition with 𝑣𝑣⃗ notation
1
Subtraction with 𝑣𝑣⃗ notation
1
Calculating magnitude with 𝑣𝑣⃗ notation
Statement about vectors in science, no answer required
1
Asks students to go back to do-over missed statements
1
Following that analysis, an in-depth review was undertaken of the textbooks for
both the algebra-based course (Etkina et al., 2019) and the calculus-based course (Knight
et al., 2017) identified for study. Each textbook was examined for vector notation and
vector teaching, and each example was listed with topic, notation used, and the page
number for each example in each textbook. Once listings from each of the three sources
(the two textbooks and Smith’s self-teaching unit) were compiled, the lists were
compared.
It was unclear until these lists were complete whether two versions of the
modernized self-guided lesson would need to be created so as to have versions that
conformed to notational or pedagogical styles that differed between the algebra-based
text (Etkina et al., 2019) and the calculus-based text (Knight et al., 2017). In reviewing
lists from the two textbooks in a side-by-side comparison of the notations and topic
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orders presented, the two books showed no substantial differences in notation, and the
topic orders were largely similar. This meant that a single modernized self-guided lesson
could be created for both courses, provided that the topics selected were limited to basic
vector concepts.
Although there were no substantial differences, there were a number of minor
observed differences between the two textbooks. For example, Etkina et al. (2019, p. 18)
designated the two ends of an arrow representing a vector as the “head” and the “tail”
with the head explicitly defined as “the tip of the arrow”, whereas Knight et al. (2017, p.
17) directly designated those ends as the “tip” and the “tail” respectively. This
terminological difference was deemed unlikely to cause confusion, and the “head” and
“tail” terms were chosen for the modernized self-guided lesson.
Other minor differences between the texts concerned the order in which topics
were presented or the level of detail for a given topic. The text by Knight et al. (2017)
introduces the explicit trigonometric formulae for working with vector components fairly
early (at page 18), which is unsurprising for a calculus-based course where students can
be expected to begin with a stronger grasp of higher mathematics. The use of these
formulae for determining vector components is discussed in more depth later in the text
(at page 72), corresponding roughly to the order in which the text by Etkina et al. (2019)
introduces vector components and the trigonometry formulae to compute them (at page
86). The two textbooks also differed in the order in which they presented scalar
multiplication of a vector and vector subtraction. Etkina et al. (2019) presented
subtraction before scalar multiplication, and Knight et al. (2017) presented scalar
multiplication (including explicit multiplication by -1 to create the inverse of a vector)
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before vector subtraction. Because both textbooks teach vector subtraction using the
technique of adding the inverse of a vector, for the purpose of the modernized self-guided
lesson, it was decided to follow the order presented in Knight et al. and cover scalar
multiplication by both positive and negative scalars ahead of vector subtraction.
Using the three lists and applying the adaptations discussed above, a lesson
outline for the modernized self-guided lesson was created, listing topics for which
questions would need to be devised. The initial topic list draft from this process can be
found in Figure 1.
Figure 1
Initial Topic List for Modernized Self-guided Lesson
Define scalar/vector
Intro 𝑣𝑣⃗ notation
Intro arrow notation
Arrow length proportional to vector magnitude
Define “head” and “tail”
Point in direction of travel/force
Multiple routes possible for same net
Addition w/ arrows
Reverse arrow = reverse sign
Subtract w/ arrows
Multiply by scalar/negative scalar
Coordinate axes
Right triangle trigonometry review
Calculate component vectors
Component scalar vs component vectors
Reassemble components / magnitude
As questions were drafted to introduce each topic, the initial list was modified and
adjusted, both in content and in ordering. An additional topic, vector equivalence, was
added to the list—it had been omitted originally despite being mentioned by both
textbooks because of the brevity of the mention in each book. Given the importance of
the concept of vector equivalence— that a vector can be moved through space and
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considered to remain the same vector so long as the length and direction are preserved
(Etkina et al., 2019, p. 16; Knight et al., 2017, p. 65)—it was deemed necessary to cover
vector equivalence explicitly in the modernized self-guided lesson. As noted above, the
topic of scalar multiplication of vectors was also moved so that it was presented prior to
vector addition and vector subtraction. The topics and questions relevant to the sign
conventions for vectors, where a vector moving in the opposite direction is considered to
have a negative sign, were also moved earlier in the topic list so as to have them logically
precede the scalar multiplication topics that depend on these sign conventions. In a
similar case of logical progression, the idea of multiple routes leading to the same net
vector was presented immediately after vector addition.
Table 2
Final Ordered Topic List for Modernized Self-guided Lesson
Topic Concept
Questions
Define Scalar
1
Define Vector
2
Introduce 𝑣𝑣⃗ notation
3-5
Introduce arrow notation
6
Define “head” and “tail” of graphical arrow
7
Arrow points in direction of travel/force
7-8
Magnitude proportional to arrow length
8
Vector equivalence
9-12
Scalar multiplication of vectors (positive)
13-14
Opposite vectors
15-16
Scalar multiplication of vectors (negative)
17-18
Graphical vector addition
19-20
Multiple paths – same net vector
20
Graphical vector subtraction
21
Choice of axes (one-dimension)
22-24
Positive/negative sign of vector magnitude
23
Choice of origin on axis
24
Choice of axes (two-dimensions)
25, 27
Adding multiple perpendicular vectors, independence
26
Components of a vector, finding signs of components
28-29
Combining components to find vector magnitude
30
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These additions and changes of order led to the topic listing shown in Table 2,
which also includes the question numbers from the modernized self-guided lesson which
relate to each topic. A total of thirty questions were created, fewer than the total of fortyfive on Smith’s (1959) instrument.
Following the example of the structure provided by Smith (1959), each question
in the new self-guided lesson was worded in such a way that the answer followed
naturally from the information provided in the question, and the self-guided lesson as a
whole built concepts gradually across questions so that students learned new information
in a framework and scaffolding that supported their conceptual understanding. The first
questions could be presented with text alone, but starting with the seventh question,
graphics were developed to support the learning. Each question was written and/or drawn
so that the notation was consistent with what students would be presented with in their
classrooms and textbooks.
To validate the instrument for the self-guided lesson, drafts of the questions were
presented to educators with little or no background in physics in order to confirm that the
text of each question, as well as the order of presentation of topics, was logical and
comprehensible to someone with no substantial prior knowledge of vector mathematics.
Feedback from these educators was used to edit the questions for clarity and ease of
understanding. The full text of the modernized self-guided lesson questions and their
diagrams exactly as presented to participants can be found in Appendix A.
Deployment of the Self-Guided Lesson
Having validated the modernized self-guided lesson, it was possible to proceed to
the evaluation stage. To determine whether the modernized self-guided lesson is effective
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in teaching vector concepts to students of physics when given as a supplemental
assignment to in-class lessons, student understanding of vectors before and after the
lesson must be measured and compared between substantially similar groups of students,
distinguished primarily by their access to the lesson. The first step, then, was to identify
appropriate students and determine whether they could be compared without introducing
too many extraneous variables. Fortunately, an opportunity to compare students using the
same materials and studying with the same professors presented itself.
Study parameters approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and agreed to
by all involved instructors provided that the student data analyzed for this study would be
fully anonymized, and no personally identifying information for any students would be
transmitted as part of the study data.
Context and Participants
Student subjects for this study were recruited from four sections of introductory
physics during the Fall 2021 semester at a small private university in the Midwest. The
Physics Department at that university offers both an algebra-based and a calculus-based
introductory physics course each year, with multiple lecture sections of each course being
scheduled. For the Fall 2021 semester, two lecture sections of the first-semester algebrabased course (A1) were being taught by the same instructor, and two lecture sections of
the first-semester calculus-based course (C1) were also being taught by the same
instructor—although not the same instructor as was teaching the algebra-based course.
This allowed for student populations to be selected where course material and instructor
were as controlled for as possible without additional intervention from this study.
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In Fall 2021, each of the two sections of A1 had enrollment of between 70 and 80
students, and each of the two sections of C1 had between 85 and 95 students. The A1
course is primarily taught to juniors and seniors who are in various majors and have
declared themselves as pre-health, intending to follow their undergraduate degrees with
graduate work in medical school, dental school, or physical therapy school. The C1
course is primarily taught to freshmen and sophomores who are in engineering majors.
The university’s undergraduate population for the Fall 2021 semester comprised
7,660 students, 56.3% female and 43.7% male. The university did not, apparently, opt to
collect data on gender minorities. Students from the United States are 68% white and
29% people of color, broken down by their overall percentage of the student body as
follows: Hispanic 15.3%; Asian 6.1%; Black 4.3%; U.S. Indigenous peoples 0.2%;
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.2%; and 2.9% multiracial. An additional 1% of students
declined to identify their race, and 1.9% are identified simply as “international” with no
additional information given about any marginalized status they may hold either in their
country of origin or in the United States. Because this population has such a small
percentage of nonwhite students, and an even smaller percentage of any individual racial
identity, there were concerns that anonymity could be compromised if study participants
were identified by race and gender.
Each student was provided with an IRB approved study information sheet on the
first day of class (see Appendix B for full text) to allow students to opt out of having their
data included in the study. No students chose to do so, though one student did reach out
regarding the requirement that participants be over the age of 18. Clarification from the
IRB allowed the student to have their data included, as the age requirement was part of
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boilerplate language used for the information sheet and was not required by the IRB for
this particular study.
Instruments
To evaluate the modernized self-guided lesson, students would need to be tested
for understanding before and after taking the lesson. As discussed above, Barniol and
Zavala (2014) developed a multiple-choice Test of Understanding of Vectors, or TUV,
which has already been validated to be used for measuring student understanding of
vector concepts as well as any change in student understanding of vectors across a
course. The TUV was adapted into the University Desire2Learn (D2L) online learning
platform so that it could be administered online to students without taking up valuable
classroom time, and so that it did not require human intervention for scoring. The D2L
version of TUV for this study was created in a D2L sandbox, exported from that sandbox,
and the files provided to the course instructors to be uploaded into the student-accessible
courses.
The modernized self-guided lesson was also coded into D2L, and was similarly
provided to the participating instructors to be used in each course section. However, the
coding for this self-guided lesson was slightly different than the coding for the TUV. The
TUV was coded within D2L much like any exam or quiz—students had one opportunity
to complete the TUV, and once they said they were done they could not go back, try
again, nor change answers. For the self-guided lesson, however, D2L was set up so that
any question which was answered incorrectly would be presented to the student to try
again, to mirror the instructions in the analog self-teaching unit devised by Smith (1959).
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TUV Subscore Calculations
The TUV was developed by Barniol and Zavala (2014) to measure student
understanding in the areas of vector mathematics. It was used in its entirety for this study
to allow for future comparisons between student populations. However, ten questions on
the TUV dealt with topics that were not covered in the modernized self-guided lesson nor
in the course material of either course. In order to measure student mastery of the
material presented on the modernized self-guided lesson, these ten irrelevant questions
were excluded. A TUV subscore for the remaining questions was evaluated for this study.
The excluded questions covered topics of dot product, cross product, i j k
notation, and the use of the unit vector. Included questions covered topics of vector
components, vector magnitude, vector addition and subtraction, vector direction, and
scalar multiplication of a vector. These exclusions resulted in a TUV subscore ranging
from 0-10 for each pre-test or post-test. The subscore difference, measuring change in
learning from pre-test to post-test, was calculated by subtracting the pre-test subscore
from the post-test subscore. These subscore differences were analyzed and compared for
each student group to determine the effectiveness of the modernized self-guided lesson.
Data Gathering
Each instructor chose one of their two lecture sections to have the opportunity to
take the self-guided lesson—to ensure that sufficient students would take the lesson to
generate meaningfully sized experimental and control groups. Which section was chosen
was not provided with the study data. Each instructor agreed to give course credit for
completion of the pre-test and post-test, and the self-guided lesson where applicable, but
not to use the score on the test in computing grades. This plan was designed because
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students were more likely to complete the test and take it seriously if it was presented as a
required portion of their coursework rather than a bonus opportunity for learning or even
as extra credit, congruent with the findings of Mikula and Heckler (2017).
Each participating instructor provided anonymized data from both classes in a
single group, giving information for each student via a random identifying number (ID#).
The measurement chosen for this study was the difference between each student’s pretest and post-test subscores, known hereafter as the subscore difference. This was
calculated using the individual question response data for each participant. Binary
correct/incorrect data for each question was reported, and this data was compiled for the
ten relevant questions of the TUV to generate a subscore for each participant on each of
the pre-test and the post-test. Figure 2 below provides a list of data types provided by the
instructors.
Figure 2
Information/Data Provided by Instructors
Student Information Provided
Assigned Student ID Number (ID#)
Student Score on Pre-Test (if test taken)
If taken, answers to Pre-Test questions
Student Score on Post-Test (if test taken)
If taken, answers to Post-Test questions
Yes/No - Did Student take Study Self-guided lesson
If Yes, Score on Study Self-guided lesson
If Yes, answers to Self-guided lesson questions
Statistical Methods
All of the data analysis was performed using the Analysis ToolPak in Microsoft
Excel and IBM SPSS Statistics (SPSS). If a group had fewer than thirty data points, a
Shapiro-Wilk test was performed in SPSS to determine whether the data was sufficiently
normal that the mean of the group could be meaningfully compared to other group data.
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Groups with more than thirty data points could be assumed to be sufficiently normal for
the use of the t-test. Data from each group was first analyzed with an F-test to determine
whether the pairs of groups being compared had variances that should be considered
unequal or equal. Data between groups was then analyzed using a t-test to compare the
means. Each t-test was evaluated for significance at the p < 0.05 level, and the two-tailed
test statistic was utilized because the null hypothesis was that there would be no net effect
of the experiment, thus allowing for an effect in either the positive or negative direction.
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Data Analysis and Results
Data from the study were analyzed in multiple ways. First, pre-test and post-test
response data was assessed to calculate TUV subscores and subscore differences for the
ten relevant questions. These subscore differences were associated with whether a student
had participated in the modernized self-guided lesson to identify the experimental and
control groups. The subscore differences for the algebra-based (A1) and calculus-based
(C1) introductory physics classrooms (presented in Figures 3 and 4 respectively) were
analyzed for normalcy and compared to determine whether participation in the
modernized self-guided lesson was associated with a statistically significant improvement
in the subscore. Finally, the subscores were analyzed again using normalized gains rather
than absolute differences to determine whether participation in the modernized selfguided lesson was associated with a statistically significant normalized improvement in
the subscore.
Student Groupings and Response Rate
Analysis of student learning depended on the subscore difference, so the study
population was necessarily limited to only those students who completed both the pre-test
and the post-test. This filtering eliminated those students who had no score reported, but
did not exclude students with scores of zero on either test.
Once students without scores had been eliminated, the remaining students were
sorted into experimental and control groups for comparison. The original experimental
design made the self-guided lesson available to students in only one of the two lecture
sections taught by each instructor. Participation rates across all sections were
unexpectedly low. Of the C1 students who had access to the self-guided lesson, only
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around a quarter of them completed that lesson. Even the highest participation rate was
only slightly over half of enrolled A1 students.
Because of the unexpectedly low participation rate across the course enrollment, it
was necessary to include all participating student data in order to have groups of adequate
size for study and analysis. Therefore, students were sorted solely by their completion of
the study tasks (pre-test, post-test, and self-guided lesson). Students who completed both
the pre-test and the post-test were considered study participants, with those who also
completed the modernized self-guided lesson being assigned to the “experimental” group
and those who did not being assigned to the “control” group. Because student data were
compiled and anonymized by each instructor for all students as a single “group,” it is
possible and even likely that students enrolled in the section with access to the selfguided lesson who did not complete that lesson but did complete the pre-test and post-test
were ultimately included in the control group. As the student populations enrolled in the
various lecture sections of the A1 and C1 classes are largely similar between class
sections, having students from both lecture sections in the control group is unlikely to
have significantly affected the data or analysis presented in the study. The number of
students in each group resulting from this exclusion and grouping can be seen in Table 3
below.
Table 3
Summary of Student numbers by Study Grouping
Course Taken
Control Group
Experimental Group
A1
n = 55
n = 31
C1
n = 40
n = 18
Total
95
49

Total Students
86
58
144
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Analysis of TUV Subscore Differences
A subscore for the pre- and post-test was calculated for each student based on the
ten TUV questions covering material taught in the A1 and C1 courses during the Fall
2021 semester, to ensure that the scores being analyzed were testing and evaluating the
same content being studied. Asubscore difference was calculated by subtracting the pretest subscore from the post-test subscore, resulting in a subscore difference which was an
integer value ranging from -10 to +10. The results of these calculations can be found in
Figure 3 for the A1 class and Figure 4 for the C1 class.
Figure 3
Frequency of A1 students’ TUV Subscore Differences
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Figure 4
Frequency of C1 students’ TUV Subscore Differences
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These sets of scores were subjected to normality testing. Three of the groups were
of sufficient size to allow an assumption of normality (n > 30), and a Shapiro-Wilk test
was performed on the n = 18 C1 experimental group, resulting in a test statistic of p =
0.538, which is well above the .05 value below which the hypothesis that the data is
normal should be rejected. Statistical analysis of the means of these groups via t-test is
therefore possible.
The subscore data were analyzed with descriptive statistics to determine the mean
and variance of each of the four student groups, and these means were then compared
within each matched pair of groups to determine whether there was any statistical
significance to the differences between them. A summary of the subscore data for the A1
group can be found in Table 4, and a summary of the subscore data for the C1 group can
be found in Table 5.
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Table 4
Statistical Summary and Analysis of A1 Students’ TUV Subscore Differences
Control Group
Experimental Group
n
55
31
Lowest Subscore Difference
-5
-4
Highest Subscore Difference
6
6
Mean Subscore Difference
1.04
0.84
Variance
5.18
6.67
Table 5
Statistical Summary and Analysis of C1 Students’ TUV Subscore Differences
Control Group
Experimental Group
n
40
18
Lowest Subscore Difference
-4
-3
Highest Subscore Difference
4
4
Mean Subscore Difference
0.98
0.50
Variance
4.38
3.09
In both cases, the mean improvement on the TUV subscore was higher for the
control group than for the experimental group. Comparisons were run using t-tests to
determine whether these differences were statistically significant. To ensure the correct ttest was used, F-tests were run to determine whether the variances should be considered
equal or unequal. In both the A1 and C1 cases the F-test result showed that the variances
could be assumed to be equal. The t-test results, run as a two-tailed test, gave a result for
the A1 group of p = 0.714 and for the C1 group of p = 0.406, indicating that these
differences could not be considered significant.
Analysis of Student Pre-test Subscores
The subscores and mean subscore differences diverged substantially from the
expected results—the expectation was generally that most or all students would improve
in understanding over the semester, and that an additional lesson should have a neutral to
positive effect on student understanding. Instead, mean subscores were barely positive,
and in no case did the experimental group improve more than the control group.
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For an initial hypothesis to explain this outcome it was proposed that the students
who participated in the experimental groups may have started with a higher pre-score,
and thus would have less room to improve, reducing their subscore difference in
comparison to the students in the control group. Although the original design of the
study had attempted to capture a wide sample of students, as noted above the response
rates were significantly lower than expected and it was possible that students who were
already performing well had self-selected into the experimental group, or that students
who had performed poorly on the pre-test had chosen not to complete the lesson. To test
this hypothesis, the pre-test subscores were analyzed for all four groups of students.
The C1 experimental group data for the pre-test subscores were first analyzed
with a Shapiro-Wilk test for normality. The analysis of the pre-test subscores resulted in
a test statistic of p = 0.042, which is below the 0.05 threshold at which the assumption of
normality must be rejected. The C1 data for the pre-test subscores therefore could not be
tested with the t-test. Because the sample sizes of the other three groups are n > 30 and so
can be assumed to be normal for the analysis of the means, analysis proceeded with a ttest of the means for the A1 data comparing pre-test subscores.
The pre-test subscores were analyzed for the A1 class of students to see whether a
trend was present and if it could be considered significant. The C1 data could not be
analyzed with the t-test due to the lack of normality of the experimental group data.
Descriptive statistics for all groups were calculated, and the summary can be found in
Table 6 for the A1 class and in Table 7 for the C1 class.
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Table 6
Statistical Summary and Analysis of A1 Students’ Pre-test Subscores
Control Group
Experimental Group
n
55
31
Lowest Pre-test Subscore
0
0
Highest Pre-test Susbcore
7
9
Mean Pre-test Subscore
2.84
3.68
Variance
2.88
4.69
Table 7
Statistical Summary and Analysis of C1 Students’ Pre-test Subscores
Control Group
Experimental Group
n
40
18
Lowest Pre-test Subscore
2
4
Highest Pre-test Subscore
12
19
Mean Pre-test Subscore
5.10
6.06
Variance
6.25
6.53
An F-test for the A1 group pre-test subscore data indicated the variances were not
unequal, and so the appropriate t-test for equal variances was run. The two-tailed t-test
results gave a p = 0.049, indicating that the difference between the means of the
experimental and control groups was statistically significant. The A1 class students who
participated in the experiment and took the self-guided lesson started with a statistically
significantly higher pre-test subscore on the relevant vector material than those students
who did not participate, and therefore had less room to increase their scores. Having
established this difference between the starting points of the A1 groups, the next logical
step was to attempt to calculate student achievement in a manner that would control for it.
Computation and Analysis of Normalized Gain
To eliminate the effect of the higher pre-test scores, a different measure of student
learning was needed. This measure, known as normalized gain, is a measure of what
improvement is made compared to what improvement is possible. Normalized gain for
this study was calculated by first subtracting a student’s pre-test subscore from the
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maximum possible subscore and then using this number (the potential gain) as the
denominator in a fraction in which the numerator is the student’s actual subscore
difference (their post-test subscore minus their pre-test subscore). Because the
denominator of this calculation is zero for any student who scores perfectly on the pretest, such students were excluded from this calculation (this applied to three students in
the C1 class on the pre-test subscore: two from the experimental group and one from the
control group). By scaling each student’s subscore difference by their potential
improvement, each student is compared to their own maximum improvement rather than
to others in the class who may have started with different learning.
The maximum possible value for normalized gain is 1.00, which would indicate
that a student who started with a non-perfect subscore had improved as much as possible
and ended with a perfect subscore. The theoretical minimum is much lower, as a student
who has a possible gain of 1 (the lowest possible for which the normalized gain can be
calculated) could, in theory, score a zero on the post-test and have a normalized gain for
the subscore of -9.
Summary statistics for the subscore normalized gain can be found in Table 8 for
the A1 class and in Table 9 for the C1 class. As with the subscore differences, the
normalized gains in each group contained a significant number of negatives—the
normalized gain has the same sign as the difference with which it was calculated.
Table 8
Statistical Summary and Analysis of A1 Student Subscore Normalized Gains
Control Group
Experimental Group
n
55
31
Lowest Subscore Normalized Gain
-1.25
-0.750
Highest Subscore Normalized Gain
0.857
1.00
Mean Subscore Normalized Gain
0.125
0.105
Variance
0.134
0.202
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Table 9
Statistical Summary and Analysis of C1 Student Subscore Normalized Gains
Control Group
Experimental Group
n
39
16
Lowest Subscore Normalized Gain
-2.00
-0.333
Highest Subscore Normalized Gain
1.00
1.00
Mean Subscore Normalized Gain
0.117
0.238
Variance
0.424
0.191
To ensure it was feasible to use statistical t-tests to compare the means of these
groups, the smallest group ( n = 16 ) was again subjected to Shapiro-Wilk tests for
normality. With a test statistic of p = 0.145 allowing the smallest group to be considered
normal, and with the other three groups having n > 30, each group could be considered
normal for purposes of the t-test to compare the means.
F-tests were first performed to determine whether the variances between the
experimental and control groups in each class should be considered unequal. The C1
subscore normalized gain variances were statistically unequal per the F-test, and the A1
variances could be considered equal. The t-tests were then performed appropriately
considering the results of the F-tests, and both t-tests resulted in statistically insignificant
differences between the means. For the A1 class, the subscore normalized gain gave a
test statistic of p = 0.824. For the C1 class, the subscore normalized gain, run assuming
the variances were unequal, gave a test statistic of p = 0.428. Neither of these values
came close to p < 0.05, which would have indicated significance. Therefore, it appears
that there were no significant differences in student achievement gains between the
control and experimental groups even after controlling for the unequal pre-test subscores.
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Discussion
The lack of statistically significant positive effect on student TUV subscores
indicates that this self-guided lesson, as presented, was not sufficient to improve student
fluency in vector concepts or vector mathematics. This may be attributed to the content of
the self-guided lesson itself, to the length of the intervention, to student participation
levels, and/or to deviations between the study’s design and ultimate implementation.
Possible Issues with Self-Guided Lesson Design
It is possible that the failure of the self-guided lesson to improve student
achievement is due to deficiencies in the lesson design. The self-guided lesson was
developed in line with the framework from Smith’s original (1959) lesson, modified to be
congruent with student textbooks (Etkina et al., 2019; Knight et al., 2017), and was
validated with input from educators in physics and non-physics disciplines. However, in
an attempt to keep the length of the self-guided lesson manageable, question repetition—
a hallmark of Smith’s original 1959 instrument—was kept to a minimum.
Most topics in the modernized self-guided lesson were limited to one or two
questions, with only two topics covered by more than two questions (see Table 2). In
Smith’s instrument (see Table 1), most topics were covered in three or more questions.
This lack of repetition for practice of concepts may have led to lower levels of mastery.
Future iterations of this self-guided lesson should take into account the need for repetition
for mastery. Where length of the lesson is an issue, consideration should be given to
sacrificing breadth of topics covered in order to ensure sufficient repetition on included
topics. This would also provide the opportunity to offer students examples of a single
concept in multiple representations, as suggested by Mikula and Heckler (2017).
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The questions in the modernized self-guided lesson also, especially later in the
lesson as topics became more complicated, consisted of more explanatory text for each
answer asked of a student (see Appendix A). It is possible that students were able to read
the question on a meta-level, extracting the desired answer from the introductory text
rather than from true comprehension of the material presented. This could be remedied in
future iterations by breaking down these questions into smaller sub-questions, with each
new question formed from a portion of the longer explanatory text and requiring students
to demonstrate understanding by completing an answer.
Because of the focus on minimizing the time burden on participating students,
completion time data was analyzed for the self-guided lesson for the student group for
which such data was available (all students in C1 who completed the lesson, including
those for whom pre-test and/or post-test data was not available). Due to the heavily rightskewed nature of the data, almost certainly due to students who left their browser window
open for hours or days while completing other tasks, a median was calculated to estimate
the time burden to complete the self-guided lesson. The median time of approximately 19
minutes is well under the one hour time estimated in the study disclosure (see Appendix
B). This means that additional questions could be added to future iterations of the lesson
without significantly increasing student time burden.
Student Participation Rates and Study Design Deviation
It is notable that the number of students completing the requirements to
participate in the study is significantly smaller than the total number of students in the
course. As stated previously, each of the two sections of A1 partcipating in this study had
enrollment of between 70 and 80 students, and each of the two sections of C1 had
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between 85 and 95 students. It was expected that some students might not complete the
pre- and post-test, or might fail to take the self-guided lesson during the semester.
However, it was not anticipated that so few students would complete the study
requirements. On post-study investigation, it was discovered that the instructors had
deviated significantly from the study design and at least in the C1 section no credit had
been offered for completion of the TUV and self-guided lesson, which likely negatively
affected student participation rates.
Participation levels were much lower than expected given the overall enrollment
in the relevant A1 and C1 lecture sections (155 and 135 respectively, approximately
evenly split between the two sections taught by each instructor). Just 86 students from A1
(55% participation) and 51 students from C1 (38% participation) completed the pre-test
and post-test, and even lower percentages (~39% for A1 and ~26% for C1) completing
the self-guided lesson from the sections that had access to it. While full participation
would have been unexpected, the low participation rate was also surprising given that the
study was designed to contain the course-credit incentives for completion suggested by
Mikula and Heckler (2017).
Investigation into the low participation rate revealed a significant deviation
between study design and implementation. Despite agreements from the instructors of
both courses to grant credit to students for completion of the study assignments (the pretest, the post-test, and—where relevant—the self-guided lesson), such credit was not
granted in the C1 course. When asked, the instructor revealed that they believed that it
was not “fair” to offer credit to one section that was not available to the other section, and
so had decided not to offer credit, but instead to provide candy to students who completed
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the study requirements. It is not known whether course credit was granted for students in
the A1 course for completion of the pre-test, post-test, and/or self-guided lesson.
Concerns about calculating grades based on unequal assignments across
comparable courses had been raised at the time of the study design, but ultimately it was
concluded that any one “for credit” assignment would form a minimal percent of the
semester’s possible grade. Because the credit for completing the self-guided lesson would
have a de minimis effect on a student’s possible grade in a course, and no substitute
assignment could be implemented without upsetting the “control” nature of the second
section, it was ultimately decided to proceed with the study as designed. This may have
led to an additional challenge for instructors attempting to calculate a course grade using
a set rubric and established syllabus. However, the nature of this challenge was
outweighed by the potential benefit to the students incentivized by course credit to
complete the self-guided lesson.
Mikula and Heckler, in analyzing the improvements of students participating in
their essential skills computer-based practice, were able to correlate increased
participation with increases in student improvement, and were also able to link increased
participation rates with offering course credit for completion of the lessons (2017).
Courses in which extra credit was offered rather than regular course credit (even when
the course credit was only equivalent to ~1% of the overall course grade) did not have as
high a participation rate, nor did students in that experiment experience comparable gains
in mastery . It may be presumed from these findings that in the current study the lack of
course credit contributed to the low participation rate.
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With such a low participation rate it is probable, though impossible to determine
due to the anonymity of the study data, that the population choosing to participate fully
was skewed in some way compared to the total course enrollment, whether in overall
math ability, ability in vectors, or some other variable. Although individual gender,
racial, class, or even academic achievement statistics are not available for these
subgroups, it is likely that a population that self-selected to complete an optional
assignment shared additional characteristics beyond class enrollment.
Analysis of pre-test subscores from those C1 students excluded from the study
due to a lack of post-test score showed a mean pre-test subscore of 4.44, which is lower
than the mean pre-test subscore of either the control or experimental group, suggesting
that students who did poorly on the pre-test may have generally opted not to participate in
the post-test. This is an unfortunate result—these students, having started with lower
scores, would have had more room for improvement and are exactly the students that the
lesson was meant to benefit.
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Conclusion

Although Rakes et al. (2010) offered hope for positive results for student
achievement through small-scale interventions, the self-guided lesson developed for this
study did not yield consistent positive results, let alone ones which were statistically
significant. Given the identified weaknesses in the design and implementation of this
self-guided lesson, there is potential for a future iteration of this intervention to yield
positive and significant results.
One major identified concern that led to the development of the self-guided lesson
was that student time is already at a premium. With a single-intervention median student
time of ~19 minutes, this self-guided lesson was longer than a single essential skills
lesson as developed by Mikula and Heckler (2017), but shorter than the entire essential
skills training for the semester in their 2017 study, as well as shorter than the lab exercise
developed by O’Brien and Sirokman (2014). However, the self-guided lesson, whether
through design or implementation flaws, failed to yield the same results as either of these
interventions. Total student time spent, while an important consideration, should not be
the only measure or even the primary measure by which interventions are chosen.
It is clear that further research is needed into the area of interventions for
developing student understanding of and fluency in vector concepts. Additional
development of the self-guided lesson may be useful to researchers focusing on
introduction to foundational concepts in vectors.
In light of the proven record of the skills training developed by Mikula and
Heckler (2017), as well as ongoing concerns at the University where this research was
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conducted for improving student success in physics, particularly in courses like the C1
course studied herein, an internal grant application was submitted in March 2022 and
awarded in April 2022 for funding to implement the newest iteration of Mikula and
Heckler’s semester-long essential skills training system in the 2022-23 academic year for
all students enrolled in calculus based physics. Grant funding will be used to support a
member of the physics faculty for part of the summer to set up the software lessons in
advance of the academic year, and to pay an undergraduate teaching assistant to transfer
grading information from the essential skills external site into the University D2L
classroom environment during the academic year. Analysis similar to that done during
this study, examining pre-test to post-test gains as well as the analytics available in the
essential skills program itself, will be performed to evaluate the success of the
intervention. Student failure rate in the course(s) will also be compared to previous
offerings to determine whether pass rates increase as a result of the implementation of
this training.
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APPENDIX A
Modernized Self-Guided Lesson in Vector Mathematics
This lesson is presented here in its entirety and formatted as closely as possible to
what was presented to the students in their Desire2Learn (D2L) online classroom
environment. The quiz in D2L necessitated small changes in formatting for each
question, and a sample question taken directly from D2L and as it would have been seen
by the students is shown in Figure A1. The figures in line with the questions are not
individually numbered, as they would not have been when presented to the students,
other than by the question numbers to which they were related.
Figure A 1
Question 11 as it Appeared to Students in D2L
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This assignment introduces you to vectors and vector mathematics--at your own speed
and in small, easily digestible pieces. Whether you have never heard of vectors before or
already have familiarity with vector mathematics, after carefully reading the material you
should be able to answer each question from the information provided. You can work at
your own pace, and you may make multiple attempts at questions you miss. You will get
credit for completing the assignment after you have answered each question correctly
once.
1.
Physical quantities that do not contain information about direction are called scalar
quantities. Mass and temperature, which have magnitude but do not have direction, are
both ______ quantities.
2.
Physical quantities that contain information about both magnitude and direction are
called vector quantities. Force, like what you exert when you push or pull on a door, has
both magnitude and direction and thus is a ______ quantity.
3.
We can represent scalar and vector quantities with symbols. Scalar quantities are
often represented (when typed) in italics. T is the symbol most often used for the scalar
quantity of temperature, and m is the symbol most often used for the _____ quantity of
mass.
4.
For vector quantities, the symbols include an arrow on top (the arrow indicates that
they have direction associated with them). ���⃗
𝐹𝐹 is the symbol used for the ________ quantity
for force, and 𝑣𝑣
���⃗ is the symbol used for the vector quantity of velocity.
���⃗ or 𝑣𝑣
5.
When vector quantities are represented with symbols like 𝐹𝐹
���⃗, the arrow above
the symbol always points in the same direction, regardless of the direction of the vector
itself. These arrows above the vector symbols always point to the ______.

6.
Vectors can also be represented graphically, with an arrow in space or in a diagram.
In these representations, the direction of the graphical arrow is made to match the
direction of the vector it represents. If the vector is pointing to the left, then the graphical
arrow representing that arrow should also point to the left. If the vector is pointing down,
then the graphical arrow representing that vector should also point _____.
7. Each graphical arrow representing a vector has two distinct ends: the end
where it starts - called the tail, and the end where it points - called the head.
The direction of the vector is the direction from the ____ to the head, which
is also the direction that the graphical vector arrow is pointing.
8.
When representing vectors with graphical arrows, in addition to making sure that
the direction of the arrow matches the direction of the vector, the length of the arrow
drawn should be proportional to the magnitude of the vector it represents. A larger vector
should be represented by a longer arrow, and a smaller vector should be represented by a
______ arrow.
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9. Vectors are considered equivalent to
each other if they have the same
magnitude (including units, where
applicable) and the same direction. A
vector representing the displacement of
someone who has walked East from their
home for 300 meters is considered
equivalent to a vector representing the
displacement of a student who has walked
East from their school for _____ meters.
The vectors do not have to start or end at
the same place to be considered
equivalent--they are defined only by their magnitude and their direction from tail to head.
[For Questions 10-12, using the below diagram for each question:] From the vectors
pictured and for the vector given, find a vector that is equivalent to the vector given (that
is, the two have the same magnitude and same direction as each other).

10.
11.
12.

���⃗ (Options given: ���⃗
���⃗, 𝐶𝐶
���⃗, “No equivalent vector pictured”)
𝐸𝐸
𝐴𝐴 , 𝐵𝐵
���⃗
𝐷𝐷
���⃗
𝐹𝐹

(Options given: ���⃗
𝐴𝐴 , ���⃗
𝐵𝐵 , ���⃗
𝐶𝐶 , “No equivalent vector pictured”)

���⃗, 𝐶𝐶
���⃗, “No equivalent vector pictured”)
(Options given: ���⃗
𝐴𝐴 , 𝐵𝐵

13. We can multiply vectors by positive scalars. When we do this, we change the
���⃗ represent the displacement of
magnitude of the vector, but not its direction. Let 𝑑𝑑
someone who has walked two blocks North and two blocks West. If they walked twice as
���⃗. 2𝑑𝑑
���⃗ would
far in the same direction(s), we could represent this new vector as 2𝑑𝑑
represent the displacement of someone who walked four blocks North and ____ blocks
West.
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14.
Positive scalar multipliers can make vectors longer, but
they can also make them shorter. This happens when the scalar
is a number between 0 and 1. If we take the same vector as
before, 𝑑𝑑⃗, which represents the displacement of someone who
has walked two blocks North and two blocks West, and instead
have the person walk half as far in the same direction(s), we
���⃗. ½ 𝑑𝑑
���⃗ would represent
could represent this new vector as ½ 𝑑𝑑
the displacement of someone who walked one block North and one block ______.
15. Vectors are considered to be the opposite of each other if
they have the same magnitude and point in opposite directions
(along the same line). A vector representing the velocity of
someone walking due East at 1.5 meters per second is
considered the opposite of a vector representing the velocity of
someone walking due _____ at 1.5 meters per second. If we call
���⃗ and call the second opposite vector 𝐵𝐵
�⃗ then we can say
the first vector (headed East) 𝐴𝐴
���⃗ = −𝐵𝐵
���⃗ and that −𝐴𝐴
���⃗ = 𝐵𝐵
���⃗ .
that 𝐴𝐴

16. For the two given vectors, find pictured vectors that are their opposites (that is, have
the same magnitude and opposite directions as each other).

���⃗ 𝐶𝐶
���⃗
[Given vectors] 𝐴𝐴

[All six vectors listed as possible answer choices, each given vector has the option to
choose one answer choice]
17. As we can multiply vectors by positive scalars, we can
also multiply vectors by negative scalars. In the earlier
problem with opposite vectors, which had opposite signs
���⃗, we could also say that
from each other and where ���⃗
𝐴𝐴 = −𝐵𝐵
���⃗
𝐴𝐴 = (−1) ���⃗
𝐵𝐵 . Multiplying by the scalar negative one (-1)
has the special property that it keeps the magnitude of the
vector the same but changes the vector to point in the opposite _______.
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18. Multiplying any vector by a negative scalar
reverses the direction of the vector, and then
stretches or shrinks the vector by the factor of the
scalar. Multiplying a vector by -3 will reverse the
direction and make the vector three times as long
(have three times the magnitude), and multiplying
a vector by -½ will reverse the direction and make
the vector ______ as long.
19.
Vectors can be added together. We start addition
graphically, using the arrow representations introduced earlier,
where each graphical arrow points in the direction of the vector,
and the length of the arrow is proportional to the magnitude of
the vector. Given any two vectors, you add them together by
placing them “head to tail”--that is to say, moving one graphical
arrow by translation only (without rotating or
stretching/shrinking it) so that its tail is at the same point as the
head of the other vector. You then make a new vector that starts
at the tail of the first vector and goes straight to the head of the second. This new vector
represents the sum of the first two vectors.
If you first walk two blocks North, and then walk two blocks West,
your displacement vectors are already connected (because your
walking was done in a row). The vector from where you started to
where you wound up, ���⃗
𝑑𝑑 , is the sum of the two individual
displacements, your first displacement, ���⃗
𝐶𝐶 , from walking _______ and
���⃗
your second displacement, 𝐷𝐷 , from walking West.

20. More than two vectors can be added together, and you can take more than one
“route” to get the same net vector. Someone’s displacement (distance from start to finish,
including direction) from their home to their work is the same whether they walk, take
the bus along multiple routes, take a bike path, drive the highway, or drive the back
roads. Their starting point and ending point are the same--they started at home and ended
at work, so their displacement from home to work is always the same, regardless of the
path they took to get there.
����⃗.
Here are multiple sets of vectors that all add up to the same net vector, 𝐻𝐻
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���⃗. Which of these vectors shown below could be added to 𝐴𝐴
���⃗ so that the
Here is a vector 𝐴𝐴
����⃗?
sum equals 𝐻𝐻

���⃗ − 𝐵𝐵
���⃗, we want
21. We can also subtract vectors graphically. If we want to subtract 𝐴𝐴
���⃗by reversing the direction of 𝐵𝐵
���⃗. Having constructed
to first construct the vector − 𝐵𝐵
���⃗, we can now use graphical vector addition to add 𝐴𝐴
���⃗ + (− 𝐵𝐵
���⃗),
− 𝐵𝐵
���⃗, 𝐵𝐵
���⃗, −𝐵𝐵
���⃗), which of these choices below best represents
Given the vectors shown here (𝐴𝐴
the difference ���⃗
𝐴𝐴 − ���⃗
𝐵𝐵 ?

22.
A vector can be placed on a set
of coordinate axes--these axes are
chosen and imposed on the vector, and
there is not one “right” set of axes,
though some choices will make problem
solving with vectors easier, mathematically. To start, we will use Cartesian or rectangular
coordinates, and just in one dimension. In a single dimension, a Cartesian coordinate
system looks like a number line, and it is usual to put the positive end pointing to the
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right and the negative end pointing to the _____. This is not necessary, but it is
conventional, and is probably what you’re used to.
23.
Once we have a set of coordinate
axes, we have a better sense of what
“positive” and “negative” magnitudes of a
vector mean--they can be interpreted as
directions on this coordinate axis. A
person who is walking at 2 meters per
second towards the _____ of the pictured
axis can be said to have a velocity of ���⃗
𝑣𝑣 = +2 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠, and a person who is walking at 1.5
meters per second towards the left of the pictured axis can be said to have a velocity of
���⃗ = − 1.5 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠.
𝑣𝑣

24.
The choice of origin also changes
how we interpret vectors. Consider the
difference between the displacement
vectors of a sprinter when looked at from
the starting line versus the finish line. If we consider the starting line as our origin, then,
over the course of the race, the sprinter’s displacement vector is getting ______ as the
sprinter approaches the finish line. However, if we look at this same race with the origin
placed at the finish line, then that same sprinter in the same race has displacement vectors
that are getting smaller over time, as the sprinter gets closer and closer to the end of the
race.
25.
Most things don’t happen in just one dimension.
A set of two-dimensional rectangular or Cartesian
coordinates is the x-y plane showing both horizontal and
vertical axes, probably familiar to you from math classes.
Choosing a set of x-y axes for a problem involves
deciding which way is the +x direction, which direction
is +y (which must be perpendicular to the +x direction),
and where you will place the origin, or the point (0,0).
You’re probably used to having these choices made for
you and always made the same way--with the +x
direction to your _____, the +y direction “up” on the
screen or page, and the origin determined by the numbers you’re given.
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26.
Let’s look at someone
walking in a city with perpendicular
streets. The streets form a grid, and
thus a sort of coordinate system.
We know that this person first
walked three blocks West and two
blocks North to a coffee shop, and
then walked a block West and a
block North to get to a restaurant,
and then they walked five blocks
East and one block South to get to
their bus stop.
If we wanted to figure out how far from where they started their bus stop was located
(their total displacement), you would probably find it easiest to add up the North/South
components of their three walking segments (2N, 1N, 1S) separately from the East/West
components of their three walking segments (3W, 1W, 5E), and then report that their bus
stop was one block _____ and two blocks North of where they started.
We can do this because walking East or West is “independent of” walking North or
South--no matter how far you travel due East, you don’t change how far you are located
North or South. Any two components that are perpendicular to each other are considered
“independent” like this.
27. Since vectors are equivalent to each other based only on their magnitude and
direction (in space, not in relation to a particular coordinate system), a given vector could
have its tail at the origin or at any other point, and the coordinate system could be chosen
to have the +x direction along the ground, along a ramp, along a particular vector, or any
other place. Choosing a coordinate system that makes the physics and math of a given
problem easier is a more advanced skill, and one you will learn and practice in your
physics class.

We can always replace a two-dimensional vector with any two perpendicular vectors that
add up to that original vector. Once we have chosen a set of x-y axes and an origin, we
can consider what are called the components of a vector. Often, it is easier to work with
pieces that add up to a vector, rather than with its entirety all at once, especially if those
components are independent of, or perpendicular to, each other (like working with the
N/S and E/W pieces of the walker in the previous question).
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In each picture here, vector ���⃗
𝐶𝐶 can be said to have components as shown parallel to the
���⃗ are ________ to
axes of each coordinate system--in each case the two components of 𝐶𝐶
each other and they add up to ���⃗
𝐶𝐶 .

28. A vector and its perpendicular component vectors (in two dimensional space, which
is most of what you will encounter in this physics course) together can be arranged to
make up a right triangle. As you may recall from trigonometry, you can determine the
length of the sides of a right triangle if you know the length of the hypotenuse and
measure of one of the non-right angles.

Generally, we work with the angle between a vector and the x-axis of the chosen
coordinate system, use that angle along with the sine and cosine functions to find the
magnitudes of the component vectors, and then use the coordinate system to determine
the sign or direction of the component vectors in the coordinate system.

���⃗ which points up and to the right, would have a
In the given diagram, the vector 𝐴𝐴
positive sign for both the x-component vector and the ___________ vector. The vector ���⃗
𝐵𝐵
which points down and to the left, would have a negative sign for both the x-component
vector and the y-component vector.
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29. Once we have chosen a coordinate system, the usual notation for a vector’s
components is to use subscripts corresponding to the axis labels. ���⃗
𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 is the usual notation
for the component of a vector ���⃗
𝐹𝐹 parallel to the chosen x-axis and ���⃗
𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 is the usual notation
���⃗𝑥𝑥 and 𝐹𝐹
���⃗
for the component of a vector F parallel to the chosen y-axis. Because 𝐹𝐹
𝑦𝑦 are
perpendicular to each other, we can work mathematically instead with them as scalar
components--that is, we can work with just their magnitude and their sign (positive or
negative) rather than having to consider them as vectors. This allows us, like working
with N/S and E/W pairs earlier, to do scalar arithmetic with the components.

We can calculate the magnitude and direction of these scalar components, generally
noted as Fx and Fy (note the lack of the vector arrow above the symbols) using the angle θ
as labelled (usually the angle between the vector and the chosen x-axis) and these
equations:
Fx = ± F cos θ
Fy = ± sin θ
���⃗, and the ± symbol indicates that you
In both of these equations, F is the magnitude of 𝐹𝐹
must choose whether your answer should be positive or negative based on the
relationship between ���⃗
𝐹𝐹 and your chosen axes, as in the previous problem. For the image
���⃗
here of 𝐹𝐹 , we should assign the sign of Fx to be ______ and the sign of Fy should be
assigned as positive.
30. If we have components, we can determine what vector they
are the components of--that is to say, what vector we get when
we add the two perpendicular components. This is useful when
we are taking two or more vectors, reducing them to
components, adding or subtracting those components using
scalar arithmetic, and then we want to know about the resulting
vector’s magnitude and direction.
To determine the magnitude of a vector when we have its
components, we use the Pythagorean Theorem, which tells us
that the square of the length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle
is equal to the sum of the squares of the legs of that right triangle (that is, c2 = a2 + b2).
Given the components shown: Fx = + 3 N and Fy = - 4 N, we can use the Pythagorean
Theorem to calculate that the total magnitude of ���⃗
𝐹𝐹 must be ________ N.
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APPENDIX B
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INFORMATION SHEET
Assessment of educational items in introductory physics classes
Fall 2021
As part of your participation in this course, you have been asked to participate in
an educational research study, and you must be age 18 or older to participate.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of one of the
educational items used in this course, so as to improve future teaching. Your
participation in the study will add anywhere from no additional time to
approximately an hour over the course of the semester (the total time taken by
students on these educational items is one of the things being researched, and so
cannot be precisely determined at this time). No identifying information about
you will be released to the researchers conducting the study (the data used in the
study will be fully anonymized by your instructor). You will be asked to
complete course assignments relevant to the material presented in this course,
and anonymized data from your completion of those assignments will be
analyzed to determine the effectiveness of one of those assignments. The risks
associated with this project are minimal, and there are no direct benefits to you.
Your participation is completely voluntary and you may withdraw from the
study at any time. Your decision to participate will not impact your relationship
with Marquette University, with your instructor in this course, nor your grade in
this course.
If you have any questions about this study, you can contact Katherine Finegan at
414-288-7159 or katherine.finegan@marquette.edu. If you have questions or
concerns about your rights as a research participant, you can contact Marquette
University’s Office of Research Compliance at (414) 288-7570.
Thank you for your participation.

